Everyday English Plus:
For newcomers to the English language in grades 6–12
Flexible Implementation Design (Semester or Full Year)

Curriculum includes:

- Cross curricular content (Social Studies, Language Arts, Math, Science)
- Assessments to measure growth and inform instruction
- Everyday real life scenarios
Multisensory, explicit teacher instruction, real-life relevance, and everyday scenarios

**NEW graphic novel: practicing introductions**

**Content Focus:** Social Studies (maps, countries, and continents), Mathematics

**Real life texts:** Menu, Warning Label, Advertisements

**Expository text:** American cuisine as a mix of many cultures

**Content focus:** Mathematics (units of measurement, percent), Social Studies (cultural perspectives and frames of reference)

**Graphic novel: questions and requests**

**Content focus:** Language Arts (multiple meanings, word origins)

**Real life texts:** Instructions on a package, recipe

**Expository text:** U.S. monetary system, U.S. everyday commerce

**Content focus:** Social Studies (economic trends), Language Arts (technical texts), Mathematics

**Graphic novel: questions and requests**

**Content focus:** Science (climate, temperature change, body systems)

**Real life texts:** Travel, website

**Expository text:** U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights

**Content focus:** Mathematics (data interpretation), Social Studies (forms of government), Language Arts (figures of speech, poetry)

**Expository texts:** natural disaster response, water cycle, recycling

**Content focus:** Science (life cycles), Social Studies (America’s story)

**Narrative text:** technology-based fiction story

**Real-life text:** car manual

**Expository text:** job market, workers’ rights

**Content focus:** Language Arts (test-taking strategies), Language Arts (editing), Social Studies (civic rights and responsibilities)

**Graphic novel: questions and requests**

**Content focus:** Language Arts (multiple meanings, word origins)

**Real life texts:** Instructions on a package, recipe

**Expository text:** U.S. monetary system, U.S. everyday commerce

**Content focus:** Social Studies (economic trends), Language Arts (technical texts), Mathematics

**Graphic novel: questions and requests**

**Content focus:** Science (climate, temperature change, body systems)

**Real life texts:** Travel, website

**Expository text:** U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights

**Content focus:** Mathematics (data interpretation), Social Studies (forms of government), Language Arts (figures of speech, poetry)

**Expository texts:** natural disaster response, water cycle, recycling

**Content focus:** Science (life cycles), Social Studies (America’s story)

**Narrative text:** technology-based fiction story

**Real-life text:** car manual

**Expository text:** job market, workers’ rights

**Content focus:** Language Arts (test-taking strategies), Language Arts (editing), Social Studies (civic rights and responsibilities)

**Graphic novel: questions and requests**

**Content focus:** Language Arts (multiple meanings, word origins)